Developing a Strong and Resilient People, Process and Physical Infrastructure

Video 5: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JgkBv4dq-Fs&feature=youtu.be

Scene 1: Video opens with strong music, showing the UMKC logo, a woman sweeping the gym floor and Humberto Gonzales, assistant director of conference and event resources, talks about the new leadership at the school, and how that is having a positive effect on the employees. (I have seen a change over from the preexisting leadership to the new leadership to have more synchronicity between faculty and staff.)

Scene 2: Staff speaking to one another. Gonzales continues. (Our goal is holistically the same. So, with all the change in the university as far as leadership, it is always important to identify principles, practices and customs that have had in place for years, and come to a point where you can reevaluate those and make comfortable decisions that maybe we should change this policy or possibly this procedure is outdated.)

Scene 3: Erin Christensen, manager of employee relations and outreach, Bloch Career Center. (Our office is being strategic with our time and resources. We do a large fair every semester, and we are constantly being asked to be bigger and better.)

Scene 4: Anne Hartung Spenner, vice chancellor of strategic marketing and communications. (I think UMKC is having a special moment right now. We have a new chancellor. We have a provost who is making wonderful changes. We face different challenges now. Certainly, we are still a vital part of making Kansas City the great city that it is.)

Scene 5: Yellow diamond-shape sign has kangaroo silhouette. Spenner continues. (There are literally UMKC grads everywhere in Kansas City. You know, there are accountants…)

Scene 6: Students playing string instruments. Spenner continues. (And there are musicians…)

Scene 7: Students dancing on stage. Spenner continues as a curtain goes down. (And there are people in theater. We are all here because we want students to learn and succeed and go out into the world and do great things. The sky is the limit for UMKC.)

Scene 8: The camera zooms onto the UMKC logo. Video ends.